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MINI financial services make it easy for anyone with a passion for MINI motoring to get behind the
wheel of their favorite modelIt has a relatively high price, impressive performance, and tons of
options and featuresYou'll get better coverage with the Honda Fit or VW GTI, which both come with a
three-year/36,000-mile basic warranty and a five-year/60,000-mile powertrain limited warrantyMove
up to either the Cooper S or John Cooper Works trims, and you’ll get 23 mpg in the city and 32 on the
highway with their four-cylinder enginesIt’s incredibly fun behind the wheel, with sharp steering and
excellent composure around cornersSome may call that heresy in such a sporty car, but the
automatic shifts quickly and precisely to complement the engine nicelyAll rights reservedStock
Number: 20661L View Details Price Just Lowered!* 2016 BMW 328i xDrive Sedan *Disclaimer See
Motoring Advisor for any questions or detailsWhich Is Better: Mini Cooper or Honda Fit? The Honda
Fit ranks very highly among subcompact cars, and it should appeal to a much wider audience than
the Mini Cooper HardtopThe build itself is fiddly, especially those chequered seats, but it's not
complicated, with clear instructions throughoutA trio of peppy turbocharged engines and excellent
handling make it a blast to driveDon’t just take our word for itThe Volkswagen GTI earns the same
ratingI do not own a nail gun so everything is screwed together on this coopTrim levels include the
base, S, and John Cooper WorksThe Sport package ($2,000) adds sport seats, selectable driving
modes, an adjustable suspension, upgraded wheels, and LED headlightsI'd recommend the build as it
does look good, but I'd really like you to fix that window issueBMW debuted the current iteration of
the Mini Cooper in 2001The four-door Cooper is stretched out, so it offers 13.1 cubic feet with the
rear seats up and 40.7 cubic feet with them down 985d112f2e 
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